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Canada Lands Company
Canada 150 Projects across Canada

Canada Lands is supporting the Government of Canada’s commitment to commemorate Canada’s 150th anniversary through several projects across the country. Some examples:

• Ottawa: Wateridge Village
  • Dedicating a Canadian-themed park at Wateridge Village
• Toronto: Downsvie Park
  • Interpretative pedestrian trail
  • Canada Day festival
  • Canadian-themed movie nights
• Calgary: Currie
  • Rehabilitating and rededicating a heritage garden
• Chilliwack B.C.: River’s Edge
  • Dedicating a new greenspace to Canada 150
Shannon Park Project Overview – Site
Shannon Park Project - Planning Process Overview

April/May 2015
Open House #1
Stakeholder Meeting

June/July 2015
Ideas Fair Industry Roundtable #1

November 2015
Project Workshop Conceptual Option

January 2015
Ideas Fair Industry Roundtable #2

April 2016
Presentation Preferred Concept

2016/2017
HRM Approval Process

April 2017
Presentation Canada 150 Trail
Shannon Park Project Overview – Preferred Concept
Shannon Park Project Overview – Parks and Open Space
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail – Trail Plan
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail - Trailhead

CANADA 150 LOOKOUT AND TRAIL

TRAILHEAD
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail - Lookout
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail
View of Halifax Harbour from Lookout
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail – The Trail Over Time
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail - Palette
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail – Next Steps

- Finalize concept
- Issue contract for construction
- Construction begins summer 2017
- Official opening and dedication of the Trail, early Fall 2017
- Future phases of the trail built and/or modified as development takes place
Shannon Park Canada 150 Trail
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